April 28, 2023

Canada GDP growth slowing after January surge

- Canadian GDP growth slowed to 0.1% in February - less than the 0.3% advance estimate a month ago and down sharply from a 0.6% surge in January. And the initial estimate for March was for an outright decline of 0.1%.

- Construction spending remained firm in February, and oil & gas extraction rose. But manufacturing, wholesale and retail sales all declined after rising in January.

- With the March flash GDP estimate, the initial count of GDP in Q1 as a whole is still up a relatively solid 2.5% (annualized) -- but with virtually all of that increase coming in January.

- March output is already slightly below the Q1 average and April output looks likely to fall further with the federal workers' strike lowering hours worked. Softening momentum is consistent with our base-case expectation that GDP will post 'mild' GDP declines in Q2 and Q3.

- **Bottom line:** The surge in GDP in January increasingly looks to have been a head-fake, with activity softening over February and March. And consumer spending headwinds continue to build as higher interest rates flow gradually through to household borrowing costs with a lag. With GDP growth tracking weak momentum into Q2, the BoC isn't expected to hike interest rates again. Although inflation is also still too firm to justify a quick shift to cuts, even with the economy showing signs of softening.